ZEN-BALI PACKAGE
2 hours
To restore and detoxify skin

Mangosteen
‘Detox’ Skin

A detoxifying solution that cleanses your body and restores your skin.
Mangosteen scrub delivers powerful plant essence deep into skin. It contains
Xanthone with anti-oxidant properties to stimulate circulation and restore
radiance and balance to skin.

Zen Bali Ritual
Mangosteen ’ Detox Skin’ Body Scrub
Zen Healing Massage
Mangosteen ‘Nourishing’ Body Cream
Zen Tea-Ginger Honey

10 min
45 min
60 min
5 min

2 hours 30 minutes
To revitalized and help combat the fatigue

Herbal ‘Fatique’
Reliever

A remedy haven to your exhausted physique. Hot herbal therapy is used to
loosen up your muscles and improve lymph drainage to stimulate circulation.
Incorporate with massage and mangosteen facial that are used to rebalance
energy and combat the fatigue.

Zen Bali Ritual
Hot Herbal Therapy
Zen Healing Massage
Mangosteen ‘Youthful & Glowing’ Facial
Face Accupoint
Zen Tea-Ginger Honey

10 min
30 min
60 min
40 min
10 min

2 hours 30 minutes
To retain high moisture levels in the skin

Cocoa Mangosteen
Glow

This treatment uses deeply moisturizing body scrub and cream with
mangosteen that provides essential nutrients and nourishment for skin.
Throughout your bathing experiences, a hydrating and moisturizing cocoa
leaves the skin deeply hydrated, supple, glow and rejuvenated.

Zen Bali Ritual
Mangosteen ‘Glowing’ Body scrub
Zen Healing Massage
Cocoa ‘Nourishing’ Bath
Mangosteen ‘Glowing’ Body Cream
Zen Tea-Ginger Honey

10 min
45 min
60 min
30 min
5 min
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2 hours 30 minutes
To remove cellulites and help skin appears smoother and tighter

Coffee
‘Cellulite Removal’

A concentrated cellulite scrub that breaks down accumulated toxins and aids
in treatment of cellulite and fluid retention. It contains mangosteen and coffee
with rich anti-oxidant to reactivate microcirculation and to support metabolism.
Mangosteen works to strengthen blood vessels whilst coffee helps to firm and
tighten the skin.

Zen Bali Ritual
Coffee ‘Anti Cellulite’ Scrub
Anti Cellulite Massage
Mangosteen ‘Anti Cellulite’ Toning Cream
Zen Detox Tea

10 min
40 min
90 min
10 min

3 hours
Get rid of cellulite and unwanted fats for contoured shapely body

Mangosteen-Coffee
’Cellulite Solution’

This treatment uses anti-cellulite coffee scrub to help removing the liquid and
toxin. It also uses highly nourishing anti-cellulite toning masker that contains
mangosteen and coffee to firm, tone and keep contoured shapely body.
Zen Bali Ritual
Coffee ‘Anti Cellulite’ Scrub
Anti Cellulite Massage
Coffee-Mangosteen ‘Anti Cellulite’ Toning Masker
Mangosteen ‘Anti Cellulite’ Toning Cream
Zen Detox Tea

10 min
40 min
90 min
30 min
10 min

3 hours 30 minutes
To promote enriching and beautifying moments for Youthful and
Glowing

Mangosteen-Cocoa
‘Beautifying’ Ritual

Beauty with a conscience means being aware of the ingredients exposed to
your skin. Mangosteen and cocoa are two examples of amazing ingredient
that could restore a healthy balance to your skin. This treatment will improve
overall appearance of your body, mind and soul. It also helps to relieve any
tension and encourage deep relaxation. It is ideal to illuminate your beauty
from inside-out

Zen Bali Ritual
Mangosteen ‘Glowing’ Body scrub
Zen Healing Massage
Mangosteen-Cocoa ‘Enriching’ Body Mask
Cocoa ‘Moisturized & Glowing’ Bath
Mangosteen ‘Youthful & Glowing’ Facial
Mangosteen ‘Nourishing’ Body Cream
Zen Tea-Ginger Honey

10 min
30 min
60 min
30 min
30 min
45 min
5 min
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3 hours 30 minutes
To re-energize, rebalance and revitalize the senses

Zen Deep Relaxer

True energy healing a deep and pure relaxation stage through surrendering
your mind and body. Thus, your energy will be fully recharged. Throughout
your Zen Shirodhara experiences, some miracle drops of warm coconut oil on
your third eye will awaken your mind. Then it is followed by coconut hair
treatment, massage and mangosteen facial that will keep you feeling
revitalized, re-energize, rebalance and rejuvenated.

Zen Bali ritual
Zen Shirodhara
Zen Healing Massage
Coconut Hair Therapy
Mangosteen ‘Youthful & Glowing’ Facial
Zen Tea-Ginger Honey

10 min
45 min
60 min
45 min
50 min

ZEN THERAPY A LA CARTE
1 hour / 1.5 hour
Zen Massage

Mangosteen
‘Youthful & Glowing’
Facial

An improvement of your sense of well-being through a combination of
remedial massage, osteopathy, and body accupoint to activate the endocrine
hormone and biofeedback system.

1 hour 15 minutes
A radiant and bright youthful on your outer physique as a result of face
accupoint and face lymphatic techniques. A complete facial rejuvenation
process that yields freely breathing skin.

1 hour 40 minutes
Zen Stone Therapy

Zen Coconut
Hair Treatment

Where body and soul meet, opening and closing spirals of energy patterns for
a whole recovery process. An intense massage with basalt stone, leaving the
muscle deeply relaxed and recharging it with energy.

1 hour 15 minutes
A treatment that focuses on crown chakra with deep pressures of the thumb
and fingers that entrusts a powerful effect for the body and helps maintain a
vigorous shape. Through the use of Virgin Coconut Oil, this treatment also
nourishes the hair.

1 hour 40 minutes
Herbal Massage

A pouch of Herbal Chi will deliver warmth and absolutely the tension would be
released

1 hour 15 minutes
Zen Shirodhara

Opens a third eye chakra that clears mind, relieves pain, and radiates beauty
through gentle oil flow treatment.
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FACIAL TREATMENT WITH PEVONIA BOTANICA
1 hour 15 minutes
Pevonia Balancing
Essential Facial

Achieve emotional balance as pure essential oils blended with hazelnut oil to
restore pH and hydrate the skin. This treatment will increase the flow of
oxygen and blood to the facial area, neck and shoulders. It is deeply relaxing
and genuinely reduce the stress in facial muscles, body and mind. Your skin
will be left feeling dewy, cool and radiant.

1 hour 15 minutes
Pevonia Anti-Aging
Facial

Feel a much greater sense of inner-peace and focused energy. This treatment
is a preventive maintenance for aging skin that relaxes fine lines and wrinkles
as well as plump and supple the skin. Using natural beauty technique that will
benefit your mind as well as your body, uplifting the spirit and leaving your skin
glow with health and vitality.

1 hour 15 minutes
Pevonia
‘Bright & Glow’
Vitamin C Facial

This treatment focuses to brighten and lighten as well as leave skin looks
more radiant. It contains high dose of potent vitamin C complex to correct
hyper-pigmentation, drench skin with repairing antioxidants and Hyaluronic
Acid to hydrate. Then it followed by lightening mask for instant radiant glow.

1 hour 15 minutes
Pevonia Facial
for Men

Specially designed for men, this treatment uses natural phyto-extracts rich in
botanical liposomes from the earth, and pure essential oils for their
unparalleled ability to restore skin back to a healthy balance. It also
incorporates a relaxing blend of facial, shoulder, scalp, hand and arm
massage. It could prevent razor burn, sensitivity and folliculitis. After this
treatment you will get clean, clear and calm skin.
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